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Abstract Big data presents unprecedented opportunities to understand human
behavior on a large scale. It has been increasingly used in social and psychological
research to reveal individual differences and group dynamics. There are a few
theoretical and methodological challenges in big data research that require attention.
In this paper, we highlight four issues, namely data-driven versus theory-driven
approaches, measurement validity, multi-level longitudinal analysis, and data
integration. They represent common problems that social scientists often face in
using big data. We present examples of these problems and propose possible
solutions.
Keywords Big data  Computational social science  Psychology  Social
science  Social media  Methodology
Introduction
It has been almost a decade since the field of computational social science was
advocated in a paper published in Science [18]. Remarkable advances have been
made in social and psychological sciences through the analysis of big data since
then. For example, Kern et al. [15] revealed age-related language patterns by
studying 20 million Facebook status updates. Youyou et al. [36] studied millions of
Facebook likes and showed that likes are more predictive of personality traits and
life outcomes than self-report measurements. With a staggering growth of digital
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data every year and an estimation of 35 trillion gigabytes of digital footprints in
2020 [13], big data provides unprecedented opportunities to study human behavior.
However, a number of theoretical and methodological challenges need to be
addressed before ground-breaking discoveries can be made in the coming decade. In
the following, we discuss four issues and present possible solutions.
Data-driven versus theory-driven approaches
Traditionally, researchers in social and psychological research make sense of
empirical data using theory-driven approaches to explain phenomena (i.e., how
things happen) rather than merely describe them (i.e., what has happened). The
theory-based focus increases our understanding of causal relationships in psycho-
logical processes and underlying mechanisms of social phenomena. However, with
the emergence of big data research where computer scientists often use data-driven
methods such as machine learning, social scientists have started to adopt bottom-up
data-driven approaches that favor prediction over explanation [35]. For example,
Schwartz et al. [31] proposed an open-vocabulary differential language analysis
(DLA) approach to predict personality from Faceboook status updates. This
approach was used by Liu et al. [22] to predict the personality of Twitter users and
identify features in Twitter profile pictures that predict personality. Kosinski et al.
[16] and Youyou et al. [36] developed predictive models of personality traits using
Facebook likes. These studies relied on machine-learning algorithms to choose
variables in their models to improve prediction accuracy.
While the above studies demonstrate that social media can be used to accurately
predict psychological attributes such as personality, their use of data-driven
approaches may result in overfitting of the prediction model to the existing dataset
(e.g., Facebook status updates) and yield poor performance on new datasets (e.g.,
tweets). For instance, Ginsberg et al. [10] used machine learning to choose 45
Google search terms from 50 million queries, and developed a prediction model that
can accurately predict flu pandemics faster than the official disease control and
prevention agency. However, researchers later found that the model completely
missed nonseasonal influenza, suggesting that it predicted seasonality rather than the
actual flu trend [19]. The failure of big data use in this exemplary case stresses the
importance of using theories to guide the research design. If predictors were chosen
based on theoretical relevance, seasonality would have been included in the model
because it is well-known that seasonality is strongly associated with flu pandemics.
The practice of including theoretically relevant variables as predictors has been
well established in social science research and should not be replaced or
compromised by bottom-up data-driven approaches. Instead, the heterogeneity in
big data allows researchers to include more theoretically relevant variables such as
time, location, or population density than in traditional laboratory studies. For
example, when using social media data to predict individual differences, it is
important to control for variables such as location because many psychological
characteristics have been found to be geographically clustered [30]. Although
building models with variables of theoretical relevance may result in lower
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prediction accuracy than those developed using machine learning, it can provide
meaningful explanation of the phenomena of interest and avoid overfitting the
model.
Measurement validity
Traditional social science methods such as surveys and laboratory experiments
allow researchers to carefully design their studies and determine how to measure
variables of interest. However, in big data science, researchers often need to work
with second-hand data collected by others such as social media services or mobile
phone companies. There are three issues that can introduce measurement errors.
First, big data usually contains a large amount of noise. Researchers need to
carefully examine the data and take multiple steps to remove such noise. For
example, social media datasets often contain non-individual accounts such as
spammers or news agencies. When studying individuals’ language styles,
researchers need to remove these non-individual accounts because they generate
much more content than average users and can significantly bias the results.
Researchers can use software programs such as spam detector to identify these
accounts, or use traditional statistical methods to find outliners. After removing
these accounts, any texts that are not written by the user (e.g., retweets, URLs, time
stamps, and ads) needs to be removed because they do not reflect the language style
of the user. While the above steps can reduce key sources of noise in the data, there
could still be unforeseen noise remaining in the data.
Second, the software tools used to process the data may introduce measurement
errors. For example, linguistic inquiry and word count (LIWC) is a widely used
software tool to measure psychological processes from writing samples by counting
word frequencies in pre-defined categories (e.g., positive affect; [32]). LIWC
categories were developed based on psychological measurement scales and have
been validated by independent judges [25]. However, LIWC may still generate
inaccurate assessment that results in inaccurate interpretation of the data. For
instance, because the word ‘‘great’’ belongs to the positive affect category, ‘‘a great
amount of rain’’ will be categorized by LIWC as expressing positive emotion. Tov
et al. [33] showed that LIWC coding of positive emotion did not reliably predict
self-reported positive emotion in two diary studies. The inconsistency between
machine-generated coding and self-reported measurement could be due to the error-
prone results produced by the software.
Third, researchers in big data studies need to use proxies for their variables of
interest. However, due to the lack of ground truth, it is unclear how accurately these
proxies represent their corresponding variables. For example, emotional expressions
on social media are often considered as proxies for users’ actual emotional states in
daily life (e.g., [11]). However, research has shown that users’ online emotional
expressions could be influenced by their impression management concerns and
social network structure [20]. They selectively express more positive relative to
negative emotions and present better emotional well-being on Facebook than in real
life [26]. Therefore, users’ emotional expressions online may not be a reliable
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measure of the frequency and valence of their actual emotional states. Empirical
studies are needed to establish the validity of using online emotional expressions as
a measurement of offline emotional states. For example, a diary study can be carried
out to have participants report their emotional experiences every day, and compare
their self reports with their Facebook status updates to estimate to what extent
Facebook status updates reflect actual emotional experiences.
The three aforementioned issues inevitably produce measurement errors in big
data research. They pose significant methodological and theoretical challenges.
When findings from big data are inconsistent with existing theories, researchers
cannot be sure if it is due to measurement errors or inherent problems in the
theories. For example, when Liu et al. [21] found that positive emotional
expressions online were not related to self-report life satisfaction, it is difficult to
argue against past theories on the connection between life satisfaction and positive
emotion because the inconsistency could very well be due to measurement errors.
One way to address the problem of measurement error is to conduct additional
laboratory studies to validate the results from big data. For example, Dore´ et al. [8]
analyzed tweets after the Sandy Hook Elementary School shooting, and found that
spatial and temporal distance were positively associated with anger but negatively
associated with sadness. They explained the associations using construal level
theory, and conducted a follow-up laboratory study where abstract (vs. concrete)
thinking was manipulated and showed to change emotional responses in the
corresponding directions. Nai et al. [23] found that people in more racially diverse
areas used more prosocial languages in their tweets. They validated the findings by
showing supporting evidence from follow-up survey studies where people in more
racially diverse neighborhoods were found to be more likely to offer help after a
disaster and report having helped a stranger in the past month. These studies provide
exemplar cases of how to complement big data research with traditional research
methods.
Future studies may also use agent-based modeling (ABM; [14]) to validate the
phenomenon observed in big data. ABM allows researchers to specify a theoretical
model in a computer simulation and test if the simulation can generate the
phenomenon observed in big data. For example, Gao et al. [9] developed an agent-
based model showing how people’s interpersonal communication styles and their
acceptance to social influence may result in different patterns of opinion diffusion.
This model may be used to generate simulated results to match geographic
distributions of political preferences or brand shares found in big data. The match
between simulated and empirical patterns can provide a logical explanation of how
micro-level psychological processes and interpersonal communication lead to
macro-level social phenomena.
Multi-level longitudinal analysis
Big data share a similar structure with traditional data in social and psychological
research, which is one where the data are often longitudinal and hierarchical
because they reflect the temporal and multilevel nature of the substantive
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phenomenon under study [1, 2, 4–6]. This provides great opportunities to study the
interaction between individuals, organizations, and environments. However, current
big data research mainly focuses on cross-sectional studies at the individual level.
For example, studies have used big data to examine how individuals’ temporal
orientations are associated with their personality and well-being [24] and how
political orientation affects subjective well-being [34]. A limited number of studies
performed longitudinal analysis to examine the change of psychological processes.
For instance, Golder and Macy [11] revealed individual-level diurnal and seasonal
mood rhythms using millions of tweets across 84 countries. Liu et al. [21] showed
that negative emotional expressions on Facebook within the past 9–10 months (but
not beyond) predicted life satisfaction.
The use of big data should be maximized to explicate and test cross-levels
interactions and inter-individual differences in intra-individual changes over time
[1, 3, 5]. For example, big data about employees are hierarchical because each
employee belongs to a team within a company. To understand how the mood of
employees affects their company’s performance, multi-level longitudinal analysis
could be performed. Furthermore, there could be changes over time in an inherently
cross-level construct such as person–group fit which is a composite construct
involving two levels [3]. More importantly, the different facets of changes over time
explicated by Chan [1] should be conceptualized and assessed. For example, any
observed changes over time need to be decomposed into random fluctuations versus
systematic changes in the focal variable. When systematic change over time exists,
the trajectory of a variable may have time-varying correlates and the trajectory may
affect or be affected by the trajectories of other variables, such that we need
multivariate models that specify and test relationships linking changes in different
focal variables. Finally, there may be between-group differences in one or more of
the various facets of changes over time, and these groups may be observed
groupings such as gender and culture groups or unobserved (or latent) groupings
distinguishable by distinct characteristics of changes over time. Understanding the
above complexities and the various facets of change over time, in terms of both the
conceptual and methodological considerations, is necessary to make adequate
substantive inferences from the longitudinal assessment of changes. Big data
researchers can use advanced statistics models such as structural equation modeling
and latent growth modeling to address the complexities involved in a variety of
these changes and uncover the dynamics of social and psychological processes.
Data integration
Although existing big data studies often examine very large volumes of data, few
studies have obtained and analyzed the full data (e.g., all the data on Facebook or
Twitter). Researchers should try to analyze as much data as possible, because
conclusions based on a subset or a particular type of data may be different from
those obtained from the full data [7]. There are three challenges involved in
obtaining and processing the full data.
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First, due to privacy and proprietary concerns, organizations or companies rarely
share their raw data even if they can be anonymized. Researchers often need to rely
on a subset of data from a single data source. This greatly limits the ecological
validity of the results. One possible solution is to use a divide-and-conquer approach
proposed by Cheung and Jak [7]. For example, researchers can specify the data
analysis procedure (e.g., regression, reliability tests, factor analysis, and multilevel
analysis) and ask thousands of banks to run the procedure on their own consumer
records. Each bank can then share the results of their analysis (e.g., regression
coefficients, sampling covariance matrices), and researchers can use meta-analytic
models to combine the results and estimate the effect size at the individual level.
Such a divide-and-conquer approach allows researchers to perform analysis on data
from different sources without accessing the raw data. It protects information
privacy, and therefore, reduces the obstacles in data sharing.
Second, it is important to combine data from multiple platforms, because
individuals often use multiple platforms and display different behaviors on each
platform. For example, an individual may indicate ‘‘in a relationship’’ on Facebook
but keep silent of her relationship status on Instagram. Combining data from
Facebook and Instagram will allow researchers to fill in missing information and
cross-validate user input. However, existing studies mainly rely on one single data
source such as Facebook or Twitter due to the difficulty of matching users from
different platforms. This makes findings less generalizable because each platform
has its own unique characteristics. For example, auto-completing mechanisms on
Facebook and Google may work differently and lead to different frequencies of user
inputs [17]. Hodas and Lerman [12] showed that the differences in the position of
messages on Twitter and Digg resulted in different user behaviors. Qiu et al. [28]
recruited participants who used both Facebook and Renren (a platform similar to
Facebook in China), and found that their sharing behaviors differed due to platform-
related cultural norms. These studies stress the importance of using data from
multiple sources to cross-validate findings and avoid over-generalization.
Third, big data includes a variety of information, including user-generated
content (e.g., tweets, photos, and videos) and ‘digital shadow’ (e.g., purchase
records, web-surfing histories, and location information collected by cell phones).
Each data type contains unique behavioral cues. For example, texts signal linguistic
styles, photos contain facial expressions, and videos reveal gestures and bodily
movements. These behavioral cues reflect different aspects of psychological
characteristics. For instance, comparing personality expressions in tweets [27] and
selfies [29], extraversion was not reflected by cues in selfies but by frequency of
positive emotion and social-related words in tweets. In contrast, conscientiousness
was indicated by the absence of private location information in selfies, but not
related to any cues in tweets. Therefore, to have a holistic view of human behavior,
studies need to combine multiple data types. Wojcik et al. [34] analyzed texts from
tweets and public speaking records, and also photos from LinkedIn profiles and
public pictorial directories, to reveal a stable connection between political
orientation and subjective well-being. The use of multiple data types allows
researchers to examine behavioral patterns from different angles and increase the
reliability of their findings. However, it also poses significant technical challenges,
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because researchers need to use a broad range of software tools and techniques in
data collection and processing.
Conclusion
Big data presents unprecedented opportunities to understand human behavior on a
large scale. They can reveal patterns of human behavior that are difficult to observe
in laboratory studies, and provide ecological validity that traditional research
oftentimes lacks. In this article, we highlighted four issues in the current practice of
big data research, namely data-driven versus theory-driven approaches, measure-
ment validity, multi-level longitudinal analysis, and data integration. They represent
common problems that social scientists often face in using big data. Exemplar
studies have been shown to provide possible solutions to these problems. They help
researchers to avoid biases, improve validity, and maximize the use of big data.
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